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CHM 123: Introductory Chemistry II

(3Unit)

INTRODUCTION TO ORGANIC CHMISTRY
Shapes of organic molecules: Lewis structure, Valence shell electron pair repulsion (VSEPR)
theory and Hybridization
Identification of organic compounds: General procedure for isolation and purification of
organic compounds, Elemental (Qualitative) analysis. Quantitative analysis. DZ
Stereochemistry, Chemistry of hydrocarbons (alkanes, alkenes and alkynes, alkyl halides and
Grignard reagents, aromatic compounds).
Introduction to petroleum coal tar chemistry: Origin. Importance. Fractional distillation of
crude oil. Octane rating, Cracking and reforming.
Alcohols and phenols: (syntheses, application and test).

LEARNING OUTCOMES
i.

At the end of this lecture, you should be able to:

ii.

define organic chemistry and differentiate between organic and inorganic
compounds

iii.

represent organic structures using structural formula and line formula

iv.

define functional groups and give examples of homologous series.

v.

Predict the type of bonding in compounds.

vi.

Draw Lewis structures

vii.

Predict molecular shape using VSEPR theory

viii.

Predict hybridization in molecules

What Is Organic Chemistry?
• Organic chemistry is the chemistry of compounds that contain the element carbon.
While it may seem odd that an entire discipline is devoted to the study of a single element in the
periodic table, millions of organic compounds are known, far more than the inorganic compounds.
These organic chemicals affect virtually every facet of our lives, and for this reason, it is important
and useful to know something about them.
The synthesis of Organic Chemistry
Originally, the distinction between inorganic and organic substances was based on whether a
compound was produced by living systems.
In the nineteenth century, experiments showed that organic compounds could be synthesized from
inorganic compounds. In 1828, the German chemist Friedrich Wöhler converted ammonium
cyanate, made from ammonia and cyanic acid, to urea simply by heating it in the absence of
oxygen.
• The synthesis of Organic Chemistry

Urea had always come from living organisms and was presumed to contain the vital force, yet
Ammonium cyanate is inorganic and thus lacks the vital force.
Representative of Organic Molecules
Perhaps the best way to appreciate the variety of organic molecules is to look at a few examples.
Three simple organic compounds are methane, ethanol, and trichlorofluoromethane.
Methane is combustible; that is, it burns in the presence of oxygen. Methane is the product of the
anaerobic (without air) decomposition of organic matter by bacteria. The natural gas we use today
was formed by the decomposition of organic material millions of years
ago.

• Ethanol, the alcohol present in beer, wine, and other alcoholic beverages, is formed by the
fermentation of sugar, quite possibly the oldest example of organic synthesis. Ethanol can also be
made in the lab by a totally different process,

Trichlorofluoromethane is an unusual organic molecule in that it contains no hydrogen atoms.
Because it has a low molecular weight and is easily vaporized, trichlorofluoromethane has been
used as an aerosol propellant and refrigerant. It and other CFCs have been implicated in the
destruction of the stratospheric ozone layer.

What are the common features of these organic compounds?
• All organic compounds contain carbon atoms and most contain hydrogen atoms.
• All the carbon atoms have four bonds. A stable carbon atom is said to be tetravalent.
• Other elements may also be present. Any atom that is not carbon or hydrogen is called a
heteroatom. Common heteroatoms include N, O, S, P, and the halogens.
• Some compounds have chains of atoms and some compounds have rings.
These features explain why there are so many organic compounds: Carbon forms four strong bonds
with itself and other elements.
QUESTION
Which molecular formulas represent organic compounds and which represent inorganic
compounds?
a. C6H12
c. KI
e. CH4O
b. H2O
d. MgSO4
f. NaOH
Bonding
Bonding is the joining of two atoms in a stable arrangement.
Bonding may occur between atoms of the same or different elements. Bonding is a favorable
Process because it always leads to lowered energy and increased stability. Joining two or more
Elements form compounds
Rules that govern bonding process
• Through bonding, atoms attain a stable noble gas configuration of electrons.
• Through bonding, atoms attain a complete outer shell of valence electrons.

There are two different kinds of bonding:
Ionic bonding and covalent bonding.
• Ionic bonds result from the transfer of electrons from one element to another.
• Covalent bonds result from the sharing of electrons between two nuclei
An ionic Bond generally occurs when elements on the far left side of the periodic table combine
with elements on the far right side, ignoring the noble gases, which form bonds only rarely. The
resulting ions are held together by extremely strong electrostatic interactions. A positively charged
cation formed from the element on the left side attracts a negatively charged anion formed from the
element on the right side. The resulting salts are seen in many of the inorganic compounds with
which you are familiar. Sodium chloride (NaCl) is common table salt, and potassium iodide. The
transfer of electrons forms stable salts composed of cations and anions.
The second type of bonding, covalent bonding, A covalent bond is a two-electron bond, and a
compound with covalent bonds is called a molecule. Covalent bonds also form between two
elements from the same side of the table, such as two hydrogen atoms or two chlorine atoms. H2,
Cl2, and CH4 are all examples of covalent molecules.
Question
Label each bond in the following compounds as ionic or covalent.
a. F2 b. LiBr
c. CH3CH3 d. NaNH2
These guidelines are used to summarize the usual number of bonds formed by the common atoms in
organic compounds.

Question
How many covalent bonds are predicted for each atom?
a. O
b. Al c. Br d. Si
Lewis Structures
One way to symbolize the bonding in a covalent molecule is to use Lewis structures.
Lewis structures are electron dot representations for molecules.
There are three general rules for drawing Lewis structures.
1. Draw only the valence electrons.
2. Give every second-row element no more than eight electrons.
3. Give each hydrogen two electrons.
To draw a Lewis structure for a diatomic molecule like HF, recall that hydrogen has one valence
Electron and fluorine has seven. H and F each donate one electron to form a two-electron bond

In a Lewis structure, a solid line indicates a two-electron covalent bond.
Example 1
Draw a Lewis structure for methane, CH4.

Example 2
Draw a Lewis structure for methanol, a compound with molecular formula CH4O.

LEWIS STRUCTURE FOR MULTIPLE BOND

QUESTION

Formal Charge
To manage electron bookkeeping in a Lewis structure, organic chemists use formal charge.
Formal charge is the charge assigned to individual atoms in a Lewis structure.
By calculating formal charge, we determine how the number of electrons around a particular

Atom compares to its number of valence electrons. Formal charge is calculated as follows:

Question

Resonance
Resonance structures are two Lewis structures having the same placement of atoms but a different
arrangement of electrons. Some molecules can’t be adequately represented by a single Lewis
structure. For example, two valid Lewis structures can be drawn for the anion (HCONH)–. One
structure has a negatively charged N atom and a C – O double bond; the other has a negatively
charged O atom and a C – N double bond. These structures are called resonance structures or
resonance forms. A doubleheaded arrow is used to separate two resonance structures.

Determining Molecular Shape
The Lewis structure tells us only which atoms are connected to each other, but it implies nothing
about the geometry. What does the overall molecule look like? Two variables define a molecule’s
structure: bond length and bond angle.
Bond Length
Bond length is the average distance between the centers of two bonded nuclei
Bond length decreases across a row of the periodic table as the size of the atom Decreases
Bond length increases down a column of the periodic table as the size of an atom increases.
Example
Bond Length (pm)
H–H 74
C–H 109

Bond Angle Bond angle determines the shape around any atom bonded to two other atoms, to
determine the bond angle and shape around a given atom, we must first determine how many
groups surround the atom. A group is either an atom or a lone pair of electrons.
Numbe
r of groups
Geometry
Bond angle
• two groups
linear
180°
• three groups
trigonal planar

120°

(VSEPR) theory
The valence shell electron pair repulsion (VSEPR) theory is use to predicts the shape a molecule
VSEPR is based on the fact that electron pairs repel each other; thus. The most stable arrangement
keeps these groups as far away from each other as possible.
To determine geometry:1] Draw a valid Lewis structure; [2] Count groups around atom.

Drawing Organic Structures
Drawing organic molecules presents a special challenge. Because they often contain many atoms,
We need shorthand methods to simplify their structures. The two main types of shorthand
representations used for organic compounds are condensed structures and skeletal structures.
Condensed Structures
Condensed structures are most often used for compounds having a chain of atoms bonded together,
rather than a ring. The following conventions are used:
• All of the atoms are drawn in, but the two-electron bond lines are generally omitted.
• Atoms are usually drawn next to the atoms to which they are bonded.
• Parentheses are used around similar groups bonded to the same atom.
• Lone pairs are omitted.

Skeletal Structures
Skeletal structures are used for organic compounds containing both rings and chains of atoms.
Three important rules are used to draw them:
• Assume there is a carbon atom at the junction of any two lines or at the end of any line.
• Assume there are enough hydrogens around each carbon to make it tetravalent.
• Draw in all heteroatoms and the hydrogens directly bonded to them.
Carbon chains are drawn in a zigzag fashion, and rings are drawn as polygons, as shown for
hexane and cyclohexane.

HYBRIDIZATION
VESPER Theory gives a clue about the geometry of a molecules, however it couldn’t explain
bonding pattern in molecules. For example in methane (CH4), Carbon would form two different
types of bonds: three with2p orbitals and one with a 2s orbital. But experimental evidence points to
carbon forming four identical bonds in methane.
To solve this dilemma, chemists have proposed that atoms like carbon do not use pure s and pure
p orbitals in forming bonds. Instead, atoms use a set of new orbitals called hybrid orbitals.
What Is Hybridization
Hybridization is the combination of two or more atomic orbitals to form the same number of hybrid
orbitals, each having the same shape and energy.
TYPE OF HYBRIDIZATION

Rules for Hybridization

Example
In Methane (CH4)
Hybridization of one 2s orbital and three 2p orbitals for carbon forms four hybrid orbitals, each
with
One electron. These new hybrid orbitals are intermediate in energy between the 2s and 2p orbitals

These hybrid orbitals are called sp3 hybrids because they are formed from ones orbital and
three p orbitals.

The four hybrid orbitals form four equivalent bonds. We can now explain the observed bonding in
CH4.
• Each bond in CH4 is formed by overlap of an sp3 hybrid orbital of carbon with a 1s orbital of
hydrogen. These four bonds point to the corners of a tetrahedron.
All four C – H bonds in methane are sigma bonds, because the electron density is concentrated on
the axis joining C and H.

HYBRIDIZATON IN ALKANE, ALKENE AND ALKYNE
Let’s now use the principles of hybridization to determine the type of bonds in ethane, ethylene,
and acetylene.

Ethylene—C2H4
Based on the Lewis structure of ethylene, CH2––CH2, each carbon atom is singly bonded to two
H atoms and doubly bonded to the other C atom, so each C is surrounded by three groups. As a
result:
• Each carbon is trigonal planar
• Each carbon is sp2 hybridized.

sp2 hybrid orbitals are formed from one 2s and two 2p orbitals, leaving one 2p orbital
unhybridized. Because carbon has four valence electrons, each of these orbitals has one electron
that can be used to form a bond.

Each C – H bond results from the end-on overlap of an sp2 hybrid orbital on carbon and the 1s
orbital on hydrogen. Similarly, one of the C – C bonds results from the end-on overlap of an sp2
hybrid orbital on each carbon atom. Each of these bonds is a sigma bond

In this second bond, the electron density is not concentrated on the axis joining the two nuclei.
This new type of bond is called a pie bond. Because the electron density in a
from
the two nuclei, pie bonds are usually weaker and therefore more easily broken than sigma bonds.
Thus, a carbon–carbon double bond has two components:
• a sigma bond, formed by end-on overlap of two sp2 hybrid orbitals;
• a pie bond, formed by side-by-side overlap of two 2p orbitals.

Acetylene—C2H2

Based on the Lewis structure of acetylene, HC– ––CH, each carbon atom is singly bonded to one
hydrogen atom and triply bonded to the other carbon atom, so each carbon atom is surrounded by
two groups. As a result:
• Each carbon is linear .
• Each carbon is sp hybridized.

Sp hybrid orbitals are formed from one 2s and one 2p orbital, leaving two 2p orbitals unhybridized.
Because carbon has four valence electrons, each of these orbitals has one electron that
can be used to form a bond.

Each C – H bond results from the end-on overlap of an sp hybrid orbital on carbon and the 1s
orbital on hydrogen. Similarly, one of the C – C bonds results from the end-on overlap of an sp
hybrid orbital on each carbon atom. Each of these bonds is a sigma bond.

Thus, a carbon–carbon triple bond has three components:
• a sigma bond, formed by end-on overlap of two sp hybrid orbitals;
• two pie bonds, formed by side-by-side overlap of two sets of 2p orbitals.
Chemistry of hydrocarbons (alkanes)
• Hydrocarbons are compounds composed of carbon and hydrogen.
• Those compounds whose carbon–carbon bonds are all single bonds are said to be saturated

•
•

Hydrocarbons containing carbon–carbon multiple bonds are described as being unsaturated
The simplest member of the saturated hydrocarbons, which are also called the alkanes, is
methane (CH4).Their carbon atoms can be joined together in chains or rings, they can be
categorized as acyclic or cyclic
Acyclic alkanes have the molecular formula
(where n = an integer) and contain
only linear and branched chains of carbon atoms
Cycloalkanes contain carbons joined in one or more rings. Because their general formula is
, they have two fewer H atoms than an acyclic alkane with the same number of
carbons

CLASSIFICATION OF CARBON
•
•
•
•
•

Carbon atoms in alkanes and other organic compounds are classified by the number of other
carbons directly bonded to them.
• A primary carbon (1° carbon) is bonded to one other C atom.
• A secondary carbon (2° carbon) is bonded to two other C atoms.
• A tertiary carbon (3° carbon) is bonded to three other C atoms.
• A quaternary carbon (4° carbon) is bonded to four other C atoms.

Isomerism in Alkanes
•
•
•
•

alkanes exhibit structural isomerism
structural isomerism occurs when two molecules have the same atoms but different bonds.
For example butane can exist as a straight-chain molecule (normal butane, or n-butane) or
with a branched-chain structure (called isobutane),
Because of their different structures, these molecules exhibit different properties. For
example, the boiling point of n-butane is -0.5
, whereas that of isobutane is -12

Nomenclature
• A systematic method for naming them.
• The following rules are used in naming alkanes

•
•
•
•
•
•

OTHER SUBSTITUENT
NO
F
Cl
Br
I

PREFIX NAMES
-Nitro
-Fluoro
-Chloro
-Bromo
-Iodo

Example
Determine the structure for each of the following compounds.
• a. 4-ethyl-3,5-dimethylnonane
• b. 4-tert-butylheptane

Chemical properties of alkane
• Alkane are generally unreactive because they are saturated compounds and because the C-C
and C-H bonds are relatively strong
• And so do not undergo reaction with acid, bases, oxidizing or reducing agent
• Alkanes undergo two principal reactions
• Substitution reactions
• Combustion reactions
Substitution reactions
• The alkanes also undergo substitution reactions, primarily with halogen atoms
• The hydrogen atoms of the alkane is substituted with a halogen atom to give alkyl halide in
the presence of light or heating at 250 0c -400 0c . For example, methane can be
successively chlorinated as
• follows:

note that ultraviolet light (hv) furnishes the energy to break the Cl-Cl bond to produce chlorine
atoms

Combustion
• This is the complete burning of the alkane in the presence of oxygen
• Complete combustion gives carbon iv oxide and water

Aromatic Hydrocarbons
•
•

A special class of cyclic unsaturated hydrocarbons is known as the aromatic hydrocarbons.
The simplest of these is benzene (C6H6),

•

The delocalized electron model of the bonding in benzene, are used to account for the
known equivalence of all the carbon–carbon bonds.

•

benzene molecule assumes sp2 hybrid orbitals on each carbon and are used to form the C-C
and C-H sigma bonds, while the remaining 2p orbital on each carbon is used to form pie
molecular orbitals

•

The delocalization of these pi electrons is usually indicated by a circle inside the ring.

Chemical properties of Benzene
•

The delocalization of the pie electrons makes the benzene ring behave quite differently from
a typical unsaturated hydrocarbon

•

Benzene undergoes substitution reactions in which hydrogen atoms are replaced by other
atoms. For example are

•

Halogenation

•

Nitration

•

Friedel-Crafts alkylation

•

Sulfonation

Note
•

Substitution reactions are characteristic of saturated hydrocarbons, and addition reactions
are characteristic of unsaturated ones. The fact that benzene reacts more like a saturated
hydrocarbon indicates the great stability of the delocalized pi electron system.

Nomenclature
• The nomenclature of benzene derivatives is similar to the nomenclature for saturated ring
systems.
• If there is more than one substituent present, numbers are used to
• Indicate substituent positions. For example, the compound

is named 1,2-dichlorobenzene
• Another nomenclature system uses the prefix ortho• (o-) for two adjacent substituents, meta- (m-) for two substituents with one carbon between
them, and para- ( p-) for two substituents opposite each other.
• When benzene is used as a substituent, it is called the phenyl group. Examples of some
aromatic compounds are shown below

•

Hydrocarbon Derivatives
•
•
•
•
•

The vast majority of organic molecules contain elements in addition to carbon and
hydrogen.
However, most of these substances can be viewed as hydrocarbon derivatives,
molecules that are fundamentally hydrocarbons but that have additional atoms
or groups of atoms called functional groups.
The common functional groups are

Exercise
How many covalent bonds are predicted for each atom?
a. O
b. Al c. Br d. Si
Determine the structure for each of the following compounds.
• a. 4-ethyl-3,5-dimethylnonane
• b. 4-tert-butylheptane

Project
Isolation and purification of organic compounds
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